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JSMEA attends WMW ’19
Japan Ship Machinery and Equipment Association (JSMEA) was
in Malaysia with two member companies (IHI Power Systems Co.,
Ltd. and Taiko Kikai Industries Co., Ltd.) at World Maritime Week
2019 (WMW ’19) in Kuala Lumpur on Sept. 10-12.
In March 2019, JSMEA signed a memorandum of understanding
with the Malaysia Shipowners’ Association (MASA), which organizes
the WMW, to begin exchanging information on the latest trends
in their nations’ respective maritime industries and leading-edge
technologies, promoting interactions between their respective
members and paying each other regular visits for these purposes.
JSMEA participated in the exhibition to enhance its partnership
with MASA, which had asked it to do so in accordance with the
agreement.
WMW ’19 was attended by the Ministry of Transport (MOT), the
Royal Malaysian Navy (RMN), the Malaysian Maritime Enforcement
Agency (MMEA) and other governmental organizations. It also
welcomed ship owners, shipbuilders, designers and others engaged
in maritime affairs from neighboring economies, many of whom
visited the JSMEA booth, where its promotional brochure of energysaving and eco-friendly products as well as equipment catalogs of

member companies for offshore support vessels (OSVs) and floating
production, storage and offloading (FPSO) systems were distributed
and all gone on Day 1, which goes to show the high interest of
those engaged in maritime affairs in Japanese ship machinery and
equipment products. At the JSMEA booth, members’ products were
introduced with panels and catalogs, while information was widely
exchanged with customers and potential customers.
On Sept. 13, a day after the WMW ’19, JSMEA was invited to
a dinner party organized by MASA, accompanied by IHI Power
Systems, helping to deepen their friendship with MASA, the
Association of Marine Industries of Malaysia (AMIM) and other local
parties from the maritime industry.
About WMW ’19
Dates: Tuesday-Thursday, Sept. 10-12, 2019
Venue: Kuala Lumpur Convention Centre, Kuala Lumpur City
Centre (address: 50088 Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia)
Number of exhibitors: 46 companies and organizations
Area of JSMEA booth: 9 m2
Attending JSMEA members: IHI Power Systems Co., Ltd. and
Taiko Kikai Industries Co., Ltd.

The opening ceremony of the WMW ’19

Booths at the WMW ’19

Mr. Anthony Loke Siew Fook, minister of transport (third from left) and Dato Ir. Abdul Hak Md. Amin,
chairman of MASA (fourth from left) in front of the JSMEA booth

The JSMEA booth

IHI Power Systems gives a presentation.

MASA organizes a dinner party.
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